This article discusses how Dara Horn recuperates the integral roles played by Jewish Americans in the Civil War by using reenactment as a structuring concept in her novel All Other Nights (2009) . Given that the Passover seder entails a kind of historical reenactment of the ancient Israelites' exodus from Egypt, Horn casts the antebellum period itself not only in terms of competing interpretations of the Book of Exodus, but also as reenactments of key moments in Jewish history from antiquity through the mid-nineteenth century. Just as the seder is meant to strengthen Jewish communal bonds and inspire Jews to apply Exodus to their present context, the protagonist's various personal reenactments, from childhood memories to various religious rituals, show him how learning about Jewish history and religion might motivate civic engagement in the United States. All Other Nights consequently poses a problem: how might Jewish Americans both prioritize communal ties while also putting Judaic principles into practice on behalf of others? Ultimately, I suggest the novel argues for Jewish solidarity with African American liberation struggles while also shedding light on the specific complexities of Jews' experiences on each side of the Mason Dixon line. All Other Nights emphasizes the enduring importance of viewing Jewish Americans as a distinct ethno-religious group whose very Yiddishkeit existed generations before, and yet has also been shaped by, a nation riven over chattel slavery. in it. These texts answered postbellum commentaries that minimized or denigrated the Jews' roles in the conflict (Mendelsohn, 2004: 437-54) . In the early twenty-first century, Horn renews attention to this history and fosters a type of literacy about it to counteract historical amnesia.
Through its own form of historical reenactment, All Other Nights examines American Jewry at a turning point for the nation-by which I mean not just the U.S., but also the biblical nation of Israel. I argue that All Other Nights reads like a Haggadah inasmuch as it is a narrative about cultivating (to use Rabbi Morris' words) 'historic sympathies' and thus the 'proud consciousness of the free' and ' dignified sense of nationality' among American Jews. The historical reenactment that constitutes the seder assumes literal and metaphorical functions as Horn not only juxtaposes seder practices in the Union and the Confederacy, but also uses 2 A small influx of Jewish immigrants arriving in the years leading up to the Civil War, especially during the 1840s and 1850s, brought the Jewish population in the United States to only 150,000. Jews were thinly spread across the country, with the majority residing in New York, followed by New Orleans.
About 7,000 Jewish men then served in the Union Army and 3,000 in the Confederate Army (Sarna, 2004: 62-134) .
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Passover's reenactment paradigm as a governing motif in the novel. U.S. history itself is portrayed as reenactments of pivotal events in the history of the Jewish people, from ancient times to the medieval period, on through the nineteenth century.
Moreover, some characters perform psychological reenactments when they recall their upbringings and personal histories. As in Passover, the trope of reenactment corresponds in this novel with a reinvigoration of Jewish self-identity. All Other Nights centers on Jewish American life during the mid-nineteenth century and correspondingly views American history through a Jewish lens. What we might call Jewishness and Americanness are rendered mutually constitutive of, and yet also discrete from, one another-especially when they became enmeshed in one another, as they certainly were in this era. Correspondingly, Horn's narration replays the successes Jewish immigrants found as well as the forms of institutionalized prejudice and discrimination that were essentially transposed in new forms from Europe to the U.S., and from antiquity to modernity, before and during the Civil War.
Just as the Exodus forged a concept of unified peoplehood among the newly freed Israelites, and just as telling the story during Passover has long connected Jews to this heritage, so do the reenactments in All Other Nights ultimately affirm Jewish American identity grounded in a concept of the distinct ethno-religious culture defining Yiddishkeit. Over the course of the novel, Jacob Rappaport comes to regain an appreciation of his Jewish identity after growing up with an image of himself as only an American. And as Jacob and Confederate spy Jeannie Levy fall in love and start a family, the novel is also about a reconciliation among Jews riven by the divide between Union and Confederacy. Without creating a false equivalence between the two sides, Horn traverses the divergent paths and common grounds among 'Israelites' as one community spanning across the Mason-Dixon line. In the process, as I will discuss, All Other Nights effectively throws into relief how '[between] the dominant position of the white majority and the marginal position of peoples of color … American Jews have no clearly designated place on America's multicultural map which acknowledges their difference', so that 'Jewish identity is itself constituted both of descent and consent models, of genealogy and of performance, of ethnicity and religion' (Wirth-Nesher and Kramer, 2003: 8) . Moreover, I believe Horn's novel Leavitt: Reenacting Exodus and the Civil War 5 bolsters Marla Brettschneider's argument about how Jewish Americans factor into modern notions of diversity. Given that the Jewish people have existed as an entity for millennia, 'Jews are asking to end explicit anti-Semitism and to be allowed to participate as particulars, as Jews, and not as the culturally stripped universal individual agents demanded at least since the Enlightenment' (Brettschneider, 1999: 20) . Accordingly, as Horn depicts the rituals of Judaism, alludes to stories in Jewish folklore, and evokes patterns in Jewish history that were repeated during the Civil War, All Other Nights invests itself in collective self-consciousness and -determination among American Jews.
Horn frames the plot of All Other Nights and the Civil War itself as the religious precepts and biblical paradigms of Exodus writ large. While there were several Exodus typologies through which ninteenth-century Americans interpreted the nation's destiny, All Other Nights explores reading the U.S. as Canaan for Jews, but Egypt for black families held in slavery. As we will see, Horn's Passover trope correspondingly threads through Jewish philosophies of justice as other operative points of reference alongside Exodus. As a result, the novel challenges at least Jewish readers to reflect personally and collectively on their historical relationship to slavery and anti-black racism, with an eye toward reconciling a tension between engaging and disengaging from black liberation struggles. All Other Nights acknowledges that some Jews owned slaves-and therefore could be read as embodying both Israelites and Egyptians at once.
3 For them, this practice was not necessarily paradoxical, Horn shows, and Passover's history in the North and South partly explains why. Yet All Other Nights Jacob's growing cross-racial empathy with African Americans is juxtaposed with depictions of Jews being subjected to Judeophobia by the Union, supposedly the side of black liberation, perhaps to an even larger extent than the Confederacy, which was fighting for continued black enslavement. Reminding readers how anti-Semitism has historically transcended the 3 Since most readers tend either not to know about Jews' relationship to the slave trade or to exaggerate it, the facts bear repeating: in the antebellum period, one-fourth of Southern Jews owned slaves, comprising 0.2% of all slaveholders. Instead, most Southern Jews were poor merchants or smallbusiness owners. Granted, many nonetheless benefitted from industries dependent upon slave labor or trading (Korn, 1961) . That Horn highlights slaveholding families shows her concern about the problem that even one slaveholding Jewish American represented.
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political spectrum and regional differences, All Other Nights consequently intimates that Jews should promote racial justice but also free themselves from partisan movements to protect themselves as a community. Horn examines affinities as well as rifts between Jewish and African Americans in this period, demonstrating how 'religion provides an originary narrative common to Blacks and Jews' that ' encompasses dramatic political alliances and conflicts, dilemmas of identity and assimilation, and persistent questions of ethnic division and economic inequality' (Goffman, 2000: 1) .
Examining All Other Nights as religious, cultural, and political allegory along these lines seems to be important for understanding both the milieu as depicted in the novel and Horn's approach to writing Jewish American fiction. Exodus offers a master narrative describing Jewish Americans' historical trajectory in America and thus provides a metaphorical lexicon for Jewish American literature as a genre. As Horn has written: 'In America, Jews have become Josephs in Egypt, former strangers who have risen to prominence through a talent for interpreting dreams-in this case, the American one' (Horn, 2005: 318) to mention an interpretive context for current seder practices that connect the Israelites' liberation to others through acts of historical reenactment.
Reenacting Israelites and Egyptians
The Civil War is not just the setting for All Other Nights. Neither is Exodus just an allusion. In the nineteenth century, Americans viewed the U.S. itself as replicating 'Through Israel', Rogoff continues, 'Unionists and Confederates alike sought to justify their rival claims as the legitimate heirs of the American Republic', so that brewing conflicts over secession and the fate of chattel slavery formed nothing less than ' a retelling of Exodus' (Rogoff, 2012: 27 (Rogoff, 2012: 27-8) . Writings and speeches on the chattel slavery cited the Book of Exodus accordingly. Some were from Christian abolitionists, whose arguments were often philo-Semitic or anti-Semitic (see Ruchames, 2010: 145-56; Michael, 2005: 87-106) . Jewish abolitionists and slavery apologists alike evoked Exodus with varying degrees of biblical literalism and self-reflection on Jewish heritage (see Sokolow, 2010: 125-44) . The Israelites' enslavement, liberation, and nation-building formed perhaps the most important frame of reference for the 'slavery question'.
American Jews themselves interpreted Exodus differently through the Passover seder. For some, Passover was a strictly theological celebration of divine intervention for the selective liberation of the Israelites as God's chosen people. For others, the holiday also represented a sacred moment to appreciate the U.S. as the Jewish people's primary refuge from Europe and to acknowledge the type of enslavement practiced in their new country. In other words, Jewish Americans tended to hold Leavitt: Reenacting Exodus and the Civil War 8 particularistic or universalistic views on Passover. As Michael Hoberman argues, 'Exodus was more pliable to nineteenth-century American Jews than it appears to be to present-day readers', such that 'the story's specifically Jewish implications … dictated its interpretation by Jews on both sides of the Mason-Dixon line' (Hoberman, 2015: 54) . These religious perspectives carried ideological implications regarding the nation's most polarizing issue: slavery. Southern Jews mostly assimilated the particularistic view of Passover, which did not contradict the enslavement of black people. Northern Jews mostly assimilated the universalistic view, which clashed with the South's 'peculiar institution' (see Hoberman, 2015: 53-4) . Nevertheless, in practice, the celebration of Passover also fostered Jewish community across battle lines. If they could obtain furloughs, Jewish Union soldiers observed Passover with co-religionists in Confederate cities. Jewish Confederate soldiers found it important to create seders in their encampments or seek furloughs to join civilian families at their seders. While American Jews wrangled over their political allegiances, they bonded over this and other shared religious practices (see Byrne and Soman, 1985: 235, 239; Korn, 1951: 90-4) .
All Other Nights replicates this facet of Judaism's history in America by establishing-and then collapsing-a dichotomy between Passover in New York in 1862 and Passover in New Orleans. The Northern and Southern seders illustrate that regional differences in how the holiday was observed rested on contrasting yet also similar interpretations of the same text. In New York, celebrating the Exodus stimulates a rigorous discussion about America as the land of liberation for some yet bondage for others. Jacob Rappaport's father, Marcus, having found entrepreneurial success in America, believes that the country represents economic as well as religious freedom. Consequently, the seder provides a space to explore the immorality of chattel slavery along with the economic and political ramifications of emancipation.
For the Rappaports and their friends, the feast is therefore about the extent to which the ancient Israelites' experience, as well as modern Jewish history, apply in a new context. As Horn depicts it, the seder itself illustrates the socio-religious significance of observing Passover at all:
Otto Strauss wouldn't stop arguing that the abolitionists were right, that the slave question wasn't only a moral problem but an economic one … Hermann Seligman wouldn't stop arguing that Otto was wrong on the business point even if he was right on the moral point, that … revolutions nearly always ended in disaster, as his cousin's prison sentence in the German states so clearly demonstrated, and anyone heading down that path ought to have a plan … and then Jacob remembered how his father had silenced his fighting guests by pointing out … with or without a war, they all ought to be grateful to God simply for the fact of America … and be willing to devote absolutely everything to this country … out of gratitude for the unimaginable truth that all of them were here, sitting with their own free children around a Passover table, with no one to terrify them, and no one to make them Throughout his life, he apparently was self-conscious of being read as a Jew on account of his name and features (see Evans, 1988 between Northern and Southern Jews: the third son is probably concealing the fact that he lost an arm; the fourth is probably dead. Jacob speculates that he shot his cousin or tripped over his corpse in a battlefield-which begs the question whether Jacob embodies Moses, ' a hero, a savior, the one who would, in a single simple gesture, redeem the entire world, tonight', or instead 'the angel of death' (AON, (18) (19) .
Readers who know the seder would perceive the references here. Horn suggests that they, therefore, should be primed to explore the complex ways in which Exodus maps onto the Civil War.
All Other Nights expects readers to be familiar-or familiarize themselves-with
Passover rituals as well as the biblical story it retells. And with the seder serving as such a specific frame of reference in the opening chapters, the rest of the novel subsequently shifts the terms of Exodus typologies to craft a distinctly Jewish historiography of the Civil War. This rhetorical move is presaged before the narrative even begins: the very title of the novel, after all, evokes the traditional question posed at the start of the seder: How is tonight different from all other nights? The authorial technique here seems to be meant not to alienate, but educate: 'Jews are the only people who are ever worried about being too Jewish', Horn has recently remarked, 'The trauma in our history causes us to be … hesitant to embrace our heritage, or to seem like we're shoving it in people's faces [when] the whole point of literature is communication' (Shollar, 2016: n. pag.) . This notion underlies the final narrative event in the novel that takes place at Passover, after which the holiday functions Tennessee (see Korn, 1951: 121-55; Sarna, 2012) . Premised in stereotypes about the disloyalty and opportunism of the 'nation' of Israel, Grant's order echoed European removal policies that had further thrown the Jewish people into diaspora. Horn specifically has Jacob's Gentile comrades-in-arms remark that they were surprised by how easy the order was to execute because the 'grandmothers … were already packed when we came for them ' (AON, 195) . That is to say, the older generation of Jews is not unique to either the North or the South. Rather, the narration emphasizes that this weekly freedom takes place 'in every American city', ritualistically during ' every week'. Moments like these illustrate the idea that 'the call for selfhood emerging from Jewish interactions in a Christian world is in the group-defined form of being self determining in our cultural practices, art, relations, self-esteem and ideologies' (Brettschneider, 1999: 20) . Southard, 2012: 137-55) . While the significance of the service was lost on Jacob at the time, he later recalls to his mind the 'long and convoluted exegesis' that 'sparked a conflagration' among the congregants, who felt that Raphall 'was making the whole congregation look like bigots at best and traitors at worst, they who could least afford to be either'. This memory, in replaying a moment in Jacob's adolescence as well as a Judaic ritual, gives Jacob a new appreciation for the link between practicing his faith and engaging with American society.
It is the synagogue that then comes to represent the Mount Sinai in

Freeing Other Hebrews
Like the seder, where historical reenactment strengthens Jewish communal bonds and The slave woman used her master's shotgun, and the bullet sailed through to 'the south side of the room' (AON, 65). The choreography of the scene suggests that this murder was a response to the southern institution of slavery, in which the Levy family was a willing participant. Even Jeannie's father, Philip, views his wife's death this way. As he sees it, his Deborah 'was a wonderful person, but she was wrong' to make Virginia home, and consequently ' died because of where we lived' (AON, 101).
The Levys' participation in chattel slavery is not grounded in their Judaism, but in Southern culture. As a result, feeling responsible for the conditions that led to the murder, Philip attends temple on Deborah's yartzeit, which is all the more significant given that he claims to be irreligious. Accepting what had happened, he manumits the other enslaved persons in his household and thus extracts the family from the 'peculiar institution' of the South. However, his daughter Charlotte redoubles her commitment to the Confederacy, blinded by rage in her grief. If there is a lesson here, it seems to be a reminder that Judaic ethics require self-reflection, atonement, and recompensing those one has wronged. In America, this principle would mean at least refusing the temptation to learn the full power available through anti-black racism.
All Other Nights conveys, moreover, that nineteenth-century Jews should have refused this temptation because they were merely afforded what Matthew Frye Jacobson has termed 'probationary whiteness' (see Jacobson, 1999: 171-200 ). Indeed, Horn shows how Ashkenazim and Sephardim were brought into the fold of racial formations in American culture as their ethnicity and religion together marked them as members of a 'Hebrew race'. This classification-in essence, both white and not white-meant Jews were denied some privileges of whiteness yet granted others. Being 'Hebrew' provided the basis for discrimination as well as upward mobility. Complicating the white-black dichotomy that often frames discussions of the Civil War period, Horn illustrates this idea when Jacob receives his initial assignment in the Union army to infiltrate Harry Hyams' seder. Jacob's major promises to him: 'Your actions would do honor to your race' because 'Judas Benjamin has done your race a great disservice' (AON, 9, 10). It takes Jacob aback to hear himself othered and to be exploited precisely for that otherness in an effort against members of the same minority group. Consequently, Jacob develops something akin to W. E. B. Du Bois' double consciousness as he perceives how he is perceived as white yet not: 'While he looked in the mirror and saw [an] American boy, the three men at this table looked at him and saw Judah Benjamin' (AON, 9). Jacob thus recognizes on some level that, in the U.S., Jews have historically possessed what Jacobson has termed 'whiteness of a different color' (Jacobson, 1999) . In this fashion, Except, that common ground is also strewn with rocks. This cross-racial and -religious connection requires some negotiation, between Jewish complicity in slavery and Christian hostility toward non-Christians. Horn explores this conflict through the imagery in the scene. When Jacob places a Confederate two-dollar bill on the table next to the Ellis' bible, he casts his eye over 'the cross emblazoned on the book's cover' and 'Judah Benjamin's face' on the bill (AON, 137) . In this image, Horn consolidates two proslavery defenses-Christianity and capitalism-coupled with the epitome of a 'Hebrew' finding success on the backs of black people.
Noticing a scar on Ellis' neck, Jacob recognizes that while he never owned slaves, he has benefitted from Ellis having been enslaved. But Jacob also has reason to feel uneasy about Ellis opening the New Testament. Indeed, seeing the bible reminds him of proselytizers in the Union army who 'tried to persuade him to abandon his apparent fate of Eternal Tarnation' (AON, 138) . For the Christian zealots who had served with him, moreover, 'the persuasion process had always involved reading aloud to him about Jesus, and had never ended well' (AON, 138) . So it is meant to be (funny and) fortunate that 'Ellis' Bible was opened to a place quite close to the beginning, nowhere near the second half' (AON, 138) . In this fashion, Horn signals how the differences posed by Christianity versus Judaism created a potential barrier to, or limitation on, a relationship between black and Jewish Americans. The fact of the matter was that there were official forms of religious discrimination against Jewish soldiers as well as informal practices within the Union ranks to proselytize them (see Korn, 1951: 56-97) . Likewise, there was a prominent strain of evangelism in the abolitionist movement that infused advocacy for black rights with Christian fervor, including such stock inflammatory claims as the blood libel. In the words of one famous abolitionist, Jews ' did sometimes kill a Christian baby at Passover' (Rosen, 2000: 38-9) . From staunch abolitionists like William Lloyd Garrison to the writers of liberal-leaning newspapers, anti-Semitism formed part of the anti-slavery movement (see Ruchames, 2010: 147-54) . In All Other Nights, religion thus forms a possible chasm, as well as bridge, between Ellis and Jacob.
But the moral bent of the novel is toward an assessment of Jewish ethics. Jacob's interaction with Ellis also reveals a fissure between Judaic theory and practice with respect to Jews' perspectives on African Americans. When Jacob finishes the Song of the Sea, Ellis memorably comments, 'A nice song … But your singing's awful' (AON, 139) . The distinction here between a song and the singing of a song conveys that while the precepts of Exodus offer redemptive ideals, the children of Israel have perhaps fallen short in turning those ideals into progressive action. Horn's novel advances the case all the same for Judaism going hand in hand with progressive action (see Sicker, 2001: 91-117) . Indeed, an important dimension of All Other Nights is how Jacob comes to link practicing Judaism with intervening in American forms of injustice. He realizes that observing his faith entails not merely debating halakha, but more exactly, defining one's relationship to humankind. 'Most Jewish arguments' once seemed as immaterial to Jacob as ' arguing about whether people should be permitted to raise chickens on the moon without a kosher butcher', the narration reads, until he recognizes that, actually, 'those arguments were about how best to be human, about the most trivial and most horrifying obligations involved in repairing a broken world' (AON, 214) . The specific phrase 'repairing a broken world' alludes to Judaism's concept of tikkun olam-meaning 'repair the world' in Hebrew-which calls for living more righteously, improving family relationships, and working toward social reform (see Dorff, 2005; Jacobs, 2007) Horn implies that ahavat yisrael can indeed carry a larger sociopolitical potential. As she writes in her author's note, 'social changes tend to happen only when enough people see the problem at hand as something that affects their own children-or … are motivated to care about other people's children' (AON, 372) . Hence interacting with Ellis and seeing the slave family separated through the auction stir in Jacob an awareness of injustice as well as a desire to bond with his wife and daughter in the final movement of the novel. Judah Benjamin himself warns Jacob at one point, 'I made a grave mistake with my own daughter … I hope you will never make one like it' (AON, 304). In this fashion, Jacob's recommitment to family may at first glance seem to represent Jewish American insulation. However, it also means Jacob's family is potentially 'repairing the world' precisely because they are strengthening their small corner of the Jewish community and cultivating a mindset that should align them, at least theoretically, with justice for African Americans as ' other Hebrews'.
The ending of the novel does the most both to reaffirm and challenge this line of thought about the novel. On the relationship between the endings of literary narratives and reader interpretation, Peter Rabinowitz notes that an ending 'is not only to be noticed; there is also a widely applicable literary convention that permits us to read it in a special way, as a conclusion, as a summing up of the work's meaning', though the case may be that readers simply 'assign a special value to the final pages of a text' and then form their interpretation accordingly (Rabinowitz, 2002: Horn's play on the biblical phrase 'the foundations of the earth' is unmistakable, metaphorically releasing Jacob from both the Confederacy and the Union and unmooring American Jewry from fundamental aspects of American society. Jacob, Jeannie, and Deborah are free to be a family together apart from the conflict, whose end is almost certain with the defeat of the Confederacy in its capital city.
The figurative logic of this sequence may sound like a call for Jewish insularity, which would seem to be incongruent with the novel's strong interest in exploring Jewish American civic engagement. However, Horn's conclusion is more complex than that. How this family will negotiate that question and rise to that challenge (or fail to) is yet to be determined as the narrative closes. Confronted with John Surratt's own anti-Semitic tirade against him, Jacob entertains the interpretation that Surratt 'was merely spiteful-unmanned and enraged, like every white person in the burning city below, by the fact that he had lost' and arrives once again at a deep understanding of himself as a Jew, mentally answering Surratt with an assertion that the chosen people are distinctly meant 'to fulfill a contract with God; to recall the pain of slavery and the shock of liberation; to accept forever the gift of free will; to sense, in every living moment, the presence and the power of the law' and, Horn '[t] hat don't mean they're kin to me' (Melman, 2007: 33) . Regarding Jewish slaveholding, Melman puts the Judaic lens aside. At a New Orleans synagogue, Abrams feels disconnected from Judaism in the first place, and then notices a designated area for slaves. Despite the rabbi's sermon about justice, Abrams concludes there is no specifically Jewish conundrum to examine. Having Abrams decide he 'no longer holds these Hebrews in contempt for the lives they have chosen', Melman critiques slavery strictly as an American problem (Melman, 2007: 196) . Discussing the real abolitionist sermons of Rabbi David Einhorn, Abrams agrees with racial equality between Jewish and African Americans, yet not from a Jewish perspective, but a universalistic one. Evoking Exodus, Melman crafts an allegory wherein Abrams designs a scarecrow that first looks like a black man and then 'the picture of Moses himself partin' the Red Sea' (Melman, 2007: 76) . The weather strips the scarecrow of its artifice, so that it is 'no nigger, no Jew', but 'the bare wooden skeleton beneath' (Melman, 2007: 317) . All Other Nights almost culminates in a similar disappearance of racial divisions, when the ashes swirling around the besieged city of Richmond appear 'to erase the races, making the white people look like Negroes and the Negroes look like whites' (AON, 342). Yet, Melman's anti-racism seems to preclude identity politics. By one reviewer's account, Landsman is patently ' anti-tribal' insofar as 'Justice … is achieved not collectively but individually, and it's colorblind' (Sanders, 2007: n. pag.) . In contrast, Horn encourages a reinvigoration of Jewish identity and community with much the same aim of justice in mind. Israelite, Leveen alludes to Judaism throughout the novel, including Mary's quip that ' even Moses himself had more time to lay plans for leading the slaves to freedom' (Leveen, 2012b: 420) . When a twelve-year-old Mary performs her literacy before her classmates at a school for black girls, the scene reads like a bat mitzvah. But the lone Jewish character is Judah Benjamin, whom Leveen condemns in stronger terms than Horn does. Leveen belittles Benjamin with the nickname 'Aunt Piss' and caricaturizes him as a kvetch who ' complained constantly about how hard he worked to serve the Confederacy' and 'moaned over how his rivals criticized his work as secretary of war' (Leveen, 2012b: 308, 309) . When two Confederate senators express anti-Semitic hostility toward him, The Secrets of Mary Bowser simply suggests he might have known better than to work in the service of their ambitions.
The dynamic in these historical novels between Jewish identity and anti-racism reflects a longstanding interplay between the observance of Passover and social activism. From at least the late nineteenth century through the twentieth century, progressive Jewish organizations have issued customized Haggadot or Haggadot supplements emphasizing the traditional theological dimensions of the Exodus and the importance of commemorating it through the seder while also motivating various forms of social action (Cooper, 2012: 16-18) . This practice has endured into the early twenty-first century, practically becoming a modern custom. The logic of these Haggadot is that Passover should strengthen Jewish American communities and inspire them to stand against the oppression of others. The subjects addressed have ranged from racial injustice to gender violence, poverty, immigration-related issues and refugee crises, not to mention the State of Israel (see Kustanowitz, 2017) . (Kramer, 2011: 306) . Nonetheless, perhaps the ultimate act of Israelite-like liberation in All Other Nights, at least, is that it posits a way for readers to acknowledge the ethno-religious distinctiveness of the Jewish people by positing a distinct way of reading American history itself: as Jewish stories reenacted.
